SAF Update: Mrs. Johnson

- Attended District Area meeting:
  - Safe Haven Process
    - Phase Two is completed; the report is expected to be released soon.
    - Parent Information meeting on November 27th, this will be a district wide meeting attentively at Plantation High School.
    - The School Board would like to extend Safe Haven’s contract in order to implement more objectives such as: adding digital cameras, radios and repeaters-range extenders, updated intercoms and the implementation of the Enterprise Risk Management Division. The district would like to create a department to oversee safety and security across the district and departments. All of the above are in the early stages and recommendations from Safe Haven.

- Technology:
  - Update of school’s website
  - Guest wireless system-the new process will be to text a certain number requesting access to guest wireless services; a code will be texted back for user to receive 24-hour wireless access across the district for the day.
  - Inquire about Gmail and google access
  - Code Red—there needs to be a process in place during lunch code red drills
  - School Nurse-seeking health care working at every school for the entire school day.
  - Surveys need more clarity on the specific wording; the district may create a cheat sheet for the specific wording.
  - Magnet Program School Showcase on the 14th of November at 6:30pm